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I'm Bob and Roberta Smith and I painted this painting, The Creation of Tate Modern has been as 
Important to British Life as the National Health Service.   
When I did this, I probably made eight or nine panels which are this size.  I try and use found 
materials which I find in skips and front gardens.  Then I tidy them up, nail it all together, and 
make these panels.  I use arbitrary colors.  Sometimes the colors I find in people’s front gardens, 
as well, for the ground color.  Then I use this American product called 1-Shot and the idea is that 
you’re up a ladder doing a lettering, and you’ve only got one shot at it.  It’s a special sign writing 
paint that is imported into the UK.  
Then I just paint them quite intuitively really.  The slogans I agonize and think about a lot, but 
the actual painting of them I try to be quite relaxed with.  If a sign writer looked at these, they 
would think I was a bit sloppy and that it’s not painted tight enough.  
A lot of what I do is to irritate people really, and to make them think about things in different 
ways.  One thing I was thinking about when I painted this is that people don’t appreciate how 
important art is to life. 
A lot of people in England understand that the National Health Service is very important, both 
from the left and the right, because it provides a basic level of care for everybody and looks after 
people.  I was thinking it would be great to say actually that Tate Modern is as important as the 
National Health Service. 
Society wants you to think that art is a nice-to-have and not a must-have.  So governments and 
funders fund things because they think art is about the excessive, but actually art is very 
important because everything is made – these chairs, this microphone, the floor, your shoes, my 
hat – by a human being.  Art is a huge conversation between human beings who are alive, of the 
past, and human beings in the future who will look at this after I'm dead hopefully.  Objects and 
art are of paramount importance, so that’s what this is about on some level I think. 
 
